
Surviving Abuse, Exploitation and Neglect.  
Data & Statistics Subcommittee.  

7/2/2020 
Meeting Chat 

You 

11:23 AM 

SB407 sponsored by Senator Ben Kramer - Office of the Attorney General Senior and Vulnerable Audit 
Asset Recovery Unit 

You 

11:29 AM 

SB 833/HB 1527 Adult Protective Services - Vulnerable Registry - Investigations and Records of Abuse 
and Neglect and Workgroup Study 

You 

11:35 AM 

FYI - The one on the criminal component was HB1282 

You 

11:37 AM 

HB1282 would be available for all the public. SB833 is confidential and only for the use of APS/DSS (I 
think.) 

You 

11:38 AM 

explain OHCQ PLS 

Stacey Darin -MDH- 

11:51 AM 

There is also a board of nursing home administrators that might be a good resource to send out 
communications to the nursing homes 

You 

12:02 PM 

is there any use of telehealth in prison? 

You 

12:05 PM 



HB1208 provides mental health and chronic condition management services - coverage pilot program 
which passed and not vetoed - should be extended to prisons 

Laura Opont 

12:06 PM 

sorry my computer died 

You 

12:15 PM 

Cat - can you tell us or get a report on whether the immigrant community is being counted in the Census 
or is it being worsened because of COVID-19? 

You 

12:19 PM 

Munib - along with restrictive housing reporting. Do we need injury reporting? 

Munib Lohrasbi 

12:21 PM 

injury reporting would be helpful. dpscs currently has to report the number of suicides annually but not 
suicide attempts/ideations, instances of self-harm, or use of force by staff 

I'll include it in the letter 

You 

12:23 PM 

SB407 was unanimous in both chambers. So it is veto proof 

Dorinda Adams -DHS- SSC 

12:23 PM 

Thanks for the information on SB 407 

You 

12:30 PM 

Thanks Munib. I think we need it and do you feel there has been accurate reporting as to inmates who 
were tested, diagnosed and how many were SMI or DD? 

Also Munib has DRM been able to get back into any facilities after COVID -19 

Cathryn Paul 



12:33 PM 

Thank you so much Laura!!! 

You 

12:35 PM 

Oh! and Laura - please make a note that we need info on Unemployment Claims and whether individuals 
have been neglected or exploited 

Munib Lohrasbi 

12:37 PM 

most people aren't evaluated after initial intake even if they're incarcerated for years so I'm not confident 
that they're capturing everyone 

  

 


